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Background to 
The Big Climb

The Founder of The Big Climb, Tim Challen was shot 
and injured during an armed robbery in Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

He subsequently founded non-profit Kilimanjaro 
Initiative to assist youth from disenfranchised 
communities in Kenya and Tanzania. The flagship 
initiative of KI is the annual climb of Mount Kilimanjaro, 
5895m. 

Since 2006, he has led over 650 climbers to the 
summit of Africa, 5895m, to raise awareness on social 
issues affecting our communities.

The Big Climb sponsors East African youth to climb 
Mount Kilimanjaro, joining representatives from the 
private and public sectors. Together, they demonstrate 
solidarity in the face of adversity.

In 2022, The Big Climb Nepal was founded to further 
expand the concept and its impact. 



The Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on communities 

reliant on mountain tourism has been particularly harsh, 

both economically and mentally. Additionally, climate 

change is requiring swift adaptation strategies to ensure 

sustainable tourism.

2022 is the International Year of Sustainable 
Mountain Development and this year’s Big Climb will 
bring together youth and multiple partners in support of  
communities living within the mountainous regions of 
Nepal.

The Big Climb, through a number of activities, will seek 
to encourage global solidarity and awareness about the 
multiple challenges faced by mountain communities in 
low-income countries.  

Why is it 

important?
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Key 
themes 

to be 
addressed

● Sustainable Mountain Development

● Gender Empowerment

● Mental Health and Wellness



Global 
engagement: 

partners

The Big Climb actively engages with partners for strategic, financial, in-kind and 
awareness raising support. 



• Guides and Porters: The Big Climb 
works through local partners, the Wild Yak 
Expeditions who work with local guides and 
porters, with strict control of their conditions 
including health, weight carried, food, 
payment, etc.

• Health: The Big climb is working in close 
partnership with Wild Yak Expeditions to 
ensure the good health of its support crew.

• Food: Only local food is used and no 
disposable plastic used 

• Carbon-offsetting: The climb’s carbon 
footprint is offset through investment in 
local solutions such as solar power within 
the community

Community 

engagement

&    

sustainability



What? 10-day trek from Lukla, Nepal to the Everest Base 
Camp and return

When?

● Monday 7 November: arrival/rest day/cultural 

tour/Press Conference

● Tuesday, 8 November: flight Kathmandu to Lukla, trek 

begins

Hike details: Lukla – Monjo – Namche – Khumjung, back to 
Namche – Tengboche – Dingboche – Lobuche – Everest 
Base Camp back to – Lobuche – Pangboche – Namche –
Lukla

• Friday 18 November: flight Lukla to Kathmandu 
(morning)

• Saturday 19 November: departure of International 
Climbers

How? Climbers will engage with communities along the 
route, where many of the support crew members live. 

Climb to 

Everest Base 

Camp, 5300m



Detailed 

Itinerary



Detailed 

Itinerary



Who will climb?

The group will include 20 climbers 
+ support crew, including:

• Nepalese Champion Sky Runner Mira Rai

• 3 young girls from the Mira Rai Foundation

• Guides who have climbed Mt Everest 

• Porters from the communities on the trekking 

route

• Representatives from the private and public 

sectors

• Civil Society champions



Who will Guide ?

Wild Yak Expeditions will guide The Big Climb Nepal 
2022

“Born at the foot of the world’s 3rd highest peak, my 
fascination and respect for these giants of the 
Himalaya are deeply anchored in my soul. From 
kitchen boy to climbing Sherpa, I soon became Sirdar 
– the leader of the climbing Sherpa teams on 8000-
meter peaks. I got the privilege to climb 9 times 
Mount Everest and more than 14 times other 8000 
meter summits during my career. But, one of the 
greatest highlights was to stand together with my wife 
Andrea Sherpa-Zimmermann on the top of Mount 
Everest. A precious moment in time. A remembrance 
forever.”

Our Chief Guides: Norbu Sherpa and his wife Andrea 
Sherpa-Zimmermann. 



• All climbers will highlight Big Climb activities 
through social media

• Partner networks will raise visibility

• Press release and media outreach

• Filming and photography

• Sharing of The Big Climb App

Outreach



What? An online app where you can: 

• Participate in the activities, wherever in 

the world you may be

• Track, record and share your own climb, 

trek, run or walk

• Follow the activities in real time

• Learn more about the objectives

• Donate and Support towards The Big 

Climb causes

Outreach: 
The Big Climb App



The Big 

Climb is fully 

committed to

the SDGs



• Mira Rai Initiative

• Butterfly Help Project 

• Carbon Offset projects

Humanitarian 

Efforts linked 

with The Big 

Climb



www.thebigclimb.org

#thebigclimb


